
ZEV ROSS
Web Developer

 Oakland, CA

Ó +1 (510) 599-7772

 zevross@gmail.com

� zevross.dev

� github.com/zev18

¯ linkedin.com/in/zevross

ABOUT ME SKILLS

I’m a full-stack web developer passionate about
creating accessible, beautiful apps on the web.
Though I have years of experience, new tech ex-
cites me, and I’m always working on a project to
hone new skills.

TYPESCRIPT

REACT

RUBY ON RAILS

TAILWINDCSS

SVELTE

GO

PYTHON

JAVA

POSTGRESQL

DOCKER

EXPERIENCE

May – Aug 2023 Full-Stack Intern Remote – PrescientAI
Created backend endpoints, automated background jobs, routes, and database structures for a pro-
fessional SaaS product using React and Ruby on Rails. Designed and implemented intuitive and beau-
tiful front-end interfaces. Tested and pushed multiple features to production in an agile development
workflow.
react / ruby on rails / postgres

Aug 2021 –
Feb 2022

Coding Instructor Remote – Juni Learning
Taught middle school and high school students coding skills, such as Java, according to Juni curricu-
lum in Python and Java. Conveyed complex programming concepts in simple, easy to understand
ways to students. Quickly adapted to and became proficient with unfamiliar curriculum material.
java / python

PERSONAL PROJECTS

2023 Art website Live Link - Github
Fully responsive website for showcasing my illustration hobby. Utilizes many custom interac-
tive components in React, such as drawers, menus, animations created with Framer Motion, and
carousels, all while maintaining high speed and accessibility.
next.js / tailwindCSS / swiper.js / cloudinary

2023 Nonprofit Website Live Link
Developed a website for a nonprofit organization I volunteered at in order to help increase their reach
and develop their online presence. Modeled after a GoDaddy template, this fully responsive site was
coded from scratch in GatsbyJS and React.
react / tailwindCSS

2023 Font Randomizer Live Link - Github
Created a VSCode extension which randomizes the client’s editor font upon application startup and
at set regular intervals. Recieved positive reviews and 100s of downloads.
typescript

EDUCATION

2020 – 2024
3.84 GPA

Bachelor of Science, Computer Science Brandeis University
Justice Brandeis Scholarship recipient. Dean’s list student.

LANGUAGES

English - native
Japanese - proficient
Hebrew - proficient
Chinese (Mandarin) - rudimentary

HOBBIES

When I’m not coding, I love drawing,
skiing, and learning new languages.

ACCOMPLISHMENTS

DeisHacks 2024 Winner - Best Mar-
keting Hack

Brandeis Orthodox Minyan - Lead
Religious Services Coordinator
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